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thousand years !- (V. 8; l. 31). They say that the property of a god is poison ;1 and the 
property of a Brahmai:i is said to be poison : but poison kills only one person ; whereas the 
property of a Brahme.i:i kills one's sons and grandsons!- (V. 9; l. 32). If a man enjoys the 
property of a Brahmai:i through (breach of) trust, he burns his family to the seventh 
generation; and those who enjoy it by force (burn) ten ancestors and ten descendants!- (V. 10; 
1. 33). Victorious is the god Hari (Vish1;rn),2 the cause of continuance and destruction and 
creation, who is a very winter to the water-lilies that are the faces of the wives of the demons ! 3 
- (V. 11; I. 34). "This general bridge of religion of kings should at all_ times be preserved by 
you;" thus does Ramabhadra make his earnest request to all future princes! 
(L. 35)- Written by , . bhaHa, Nagamuqqa (?) [set up] this stone. 
No. 12.-TWO PILLAR INSCRIPTIONS OF THE TIME OF 
KRISHN.ARAYA OF VIJAY.A.NAGARA. 
BY H. LUDERS, PH. D.; G5TTINGEN. 
Inked estampages of these two inscriptions were sent to me by Dr. Hultzsch through 
Prof. Kielhorn. The flrst4 is engraved on the four faces of e. pillar lying on the ground near 
the steps leading to the temple on the hill at Mangalagiri, 12 miles north-east of Gui:itur in the 
Kistna district. 
It contains 257 lines of writing.-The average size of the letters is t". .A.t the top of the 
fourth face is e. representation of the sun and the moon.- The alphabet is Telugu. The chief 
points in which it differs from the modern script are the following. The talakaUu is a flattened 
semi-circle. The dirghamu goes right down to the bottom of the line, except in td, ,a and ha, 
where it is represented by the curve above the line which in the modern alphabet appears in 
M only. The gU1/i is like the upper half of e. circle, and to denote ~. the tip is sometimes 
slightly curved inwards; see e.g. st in 1. 24!1. But in most cases it is absolutely impossible to 
distinguish between the long and the short vowel, except in mi, which appears in the modern 
form (I. 25). Medial e has the form of e. sickle or a semi-circle open to the left. In mau (11. 54, 
107), yau (I. 63), and ryau (I. 224) the diphthong is expressed by attaching the ordinary sign 
for au to the right of the letter and the sign for e to the middle bar or to the r. Initial a, e, ga, 
gl~a, chha, ta, !la, da, pa, pha, ma, m, aa, sha and ha show still the ancient forms. In the case 
of ,ha this is e.11 the more remarkable as already in the Vanapalli plates of Anna-Verne., dated in 
Saka-Sarhvat 1300,5 occasionally a form of sha appears which on account of the division of the 
middle horizontal line comes nearer to the modern form (see e.g. ll. 2, 18, 30). Ka,on the other 
hand, shows, except in ka in 11. 22, 177 and ke in 1. 23, an advanced form which in its 
characteristic lines already resembles the modern form. .f,a has a peculiar form, differing from 
the sign used e.g. in the Bitragn:i;ita grant of Samgama II. (Saka-Samvat 1278)6 and the 
Vanapalli plates as well as from the modern sign. The ottu, the small vertical stroke underneath 
the letter, which in the modern alpha.bet is the sign of aspiration, is never found in kha, chha 
and tha, but, as a rule, it is used in gha, ,Jha, dha, pha and bha, when no other sign stands below 
1 With the first, second, and fourth clauses, supply" if confiscated, or misappropriated." 
9 This verse seems rather out of place in the middle of the henedictive and imprecatory versea. 
• Compare the expression in the Tu~i.m inscription, which deecribea Viahr;m ea "a very frost to (eauas the 
withel'ing of) the beauty of the water-lilies which are the faces of the women of the demon•" ( Gupta Imcriptions, 
p. 270). 
' No. 257 of the Government Epigraphiat's collection for the year 189~. 
• Above, Vol. III. p, 59 ff., Plates. 
e .Above, Vol. III, p. 21 ff., Plates. 
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the letter, as in ghna, dhva, bhri, bhya, etc.1 Occasionally, however, the ottu is missing without 
any reason; examples for gha are found in 1. 18; for ef ha in 1. 48; for dha in 11. 153, 228; 214 
(dha); 39, 130, 178 (dhi); 180, 218 (rdhi); 93, 116, 198 (dhu); 27, 82, 163 (dhdha); for bha in 
11. 33, 39,231; 170,187,230 (bhu); 15, 85 (bhu); 233 (bha); 141, 233, 244 (bho). As in the 
latter cases the talakatfu disappears, it is, of course, impossible to distinguish bha and bho from 
bd and b6. In the groups ahohha and rohahha the ahha is w1·itten above the aha ( see ll. 15, 102, 160), 
the subscript ohha apparently being found impracticable on account of the loop in the middle of 
the letter. As first letter of a group, r is represented by the full sign in rohu (11. 220, 224, 236), 
and before y and v with the exception of rva in 1. 177, rva in 1. 24, and rvi in ll. 21, 33. Here, 
as in all other cases, the secondary sign has been used.-The language is Sanskrit, and the 
whole text is in verse, with the exception of the introductory phrase subham=astu in 1. 1, the 
concluding Telugu words sri sri .Mm jeyunu in 1. 257, and a few explanatory remarks in Telugu 
in ll. 46 f., 49 f. and 121.- As regards orthography, it will suffice to state that the doubling of 
consonants after r occnrs only in Rompicharlla (I. 149) and vargga, (1. 240). After anusvara a 
-0onsonant is doubled in vedamtta (1. 10), Krishtiamambbaya (I. 61), sarhttana (1. 90), akrarhtta 
(1. 140), anarhtta (11. 149, 225), saihdhdhanitam (l. 163), Rorhppioharla (l. 226), -dmkkitam 
(1. 243), and probably in Kom<!r!akavuri (1. 255). A snperfluous anusvdra has been inserted in 
Tirhmma (l. 40, 252). In nigrimhya (1. 5) and Sariihya (l. 246) the anusvara is due to faulty 
pronunciation. The group ddh is written dhdh in anadhdha (1. 8), pata/adh=dharatii[m•] 
(l. 27 ), sudhdka (l. 48), yadh-dhati (l. 82), yudhdha (l. 86), samdhdhanitaln. (l. 163), and perhaps 
-odhdhuta (1. 83). The words mari<!apa and pradhana are written mari,tapa (ll. 155, 168, 173, 
184, 204) and prathana (1. 29; pratana in 1. 113). 
The proper object of the inscription is to record a grant by Se.Jva-Timma., the prime-
minister of king Kp.shi;,.araya of Vijayanagara. It opens with invocations of Vish1:m in his 
boar incarnation (vv. 1, 2), as lord of KakuJa (v. 3), and as Ra.ma (vv. 4, 5). The title of 
Kakuiesa seems to refer to Vish1;m as worshipped at SrikakuJam, 19 miles west of Masulipatam 
in the Kistna district. Mr. Sewell in his Lists of the Antiquarian Remains in th~ PrBsidBnay of 
Mall,ras, Vol. I. p. 55, states that there is a temple at that place dedicated to Srikakulesvara-
svamin and considered to be very sacred.2 
The following verses (6-8) are a eulogy of king Krish1,1araya. They contain no historical 
information besides the statement that 'king Krishi;ia's pillar of victory is shining in the court 
of Kaliilga,' an allusion to his conquest 0£ the eastern coast. 
The next verses (9-15) give an account 0£ Krishi;taraya's prime-minister Se.Jva.- ( or Se.Juva.-) 
'Timma. He belonged to the g6tra3 of Kani;iqinya, and was the son of the minister Rdoha and 
the grandson ofthe minister Vema, 4 and it may be added here that vv. 43, 44 and 47 incidentally 
mention the name of his wife, Lakshmi.6 Two verses (13 and 14) are devoted to his conquest 
of Koi;,.q.avi~i, i.e. Koi;iqaviqu, the well-known hill-fort in the Narasaravupe~a ta.luka of the 
1 But if the subscript sign stand, far enough to the right, the ottu appears occasionally ; see rghya in I. 159. 
:i That this temple existed long before the time of our inscription is proved by the fact that it contains a num• 
ber of inscriptions ranging from the latter half of the eleventh to the beginning of the sixteenth oentnry A.D. 
1 Or, as it is called here, kwla. 
• 1 have used throughout the Sanskrit forms of these names, Rdcha, V~ma, Timma, .4.ppa, etc., though in 
the text we find also the longer forms Timmaga, .A.ppaga (11. 116, 143, 150, 163, 189, 227). Except in Timmdkhyl 
in 1. 42, the longer forms are innriably used in compounds before a word beginning with a vowel, as in 
.J.ppagdmdtya, Gdpagdmdtya, Timmagdmdtya, V~magdmatga, Rdc~agdmdtga, Gdpaydrya, .A.ppaydrya. 
t Perhaps the praise bestowed on Salva-Timma in vv. 11 and 12 for his literary attainments was not quite 
unfounded. In his Inde:11 to the Sanskrit M88. at Tanjore, p. 159, Burnell mentions an 'exceedingly du!'use' 
.commenti,.ry ("!Jdkhgdna) on Agastya's JJdlabhdrata by Timmayn, dating from the beginning of the sixteenth 
century. The work apparently is the same aa the l1dlablzdratafJgdkh9dna de1cribed by Taylor in his Catalogue of 
Oriental M1t., Vol. I. p. 168, where the name of the author is gi<ren e.s SAluve.-Timmal).Qa da')gandtha, The date, 
the title 11,ud the surname of the author make it highly probable that he is identical with the mini1ter of Krishl],araya, 
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historical value are verses 21, 27, 28 and 35. V. 21 states that NadiJ,1gla-Appe. obtained from 
king Krish1.1a and the minister Salva-Timm.a the right to use a palanquin, two chauris, and a 
parasol, and the posts of co=ander-in-chief of an army, of superintendent of Vinikm;iq.a, 
Gutti and Amaravati, and of sole governor (ekadhuramdhara) of that kingdom. Vinikoi;ig.a 
is apparently the modern Vinukoi;ig.a, a hill-fort and town in the Kistna district, about 37 miles 
west-south-west of Ko1.1g.avig.u.1 Gutti (Gooty) is the well-kno~n hill-fort in the Anantapur 
district, and Amaravati is the equally well-known Buddhist site in the Kistna district. Vv. 27 
and 28 state in very similar words that Salva-Timma gave to Nadi1.1g.la-Gopa the right to use a 
palanquin and two chauris, and the posts of general of an army and sole governor (Gkadhuram• 
dhara, dhaureya) of the town and country of Koi;iq.avi~i. But in v. 35 we are told that in the 
year Yuvan, marked as Salivahana-Saka (Salivahana-Sak-anka), Nadii;ig.la-Appa obtained 
the regentship of Koi;iq.avi~i from Salva-Tim.ma. 
The apparent discrepancy between these statements may be solved, I think, with the help 
of the data furnished by the Portuguese chronicle. We have only to assume that Nadii;ig.la-
Appa was temporarily appointed after the captnre of Ko1.1g.avig.u, when Salva-Ti=a left the 
country in order to accompany the king on his expedition against Orissa, and that afterwards, 
when SaJva-Timma had settled the administration of the country and intended to return to 
Vijayanagara, he installed A ppa's younger brother Gopa as governor of Ko1.1g.avig.u, while 
Appa himself received the governorship of Vinikoi;ig.a, Gutti and Amaravati. That Appa was 
appointed immediately after the capture of the fort, is shown by the date. There can be no doubt 
that it was Saka-Sarhvat 1437 expired, which corresponds to Yuvan, although the chronogram 
does not work out quite correctly. The first three letters present no difficulty, s(d) being 7, l(i) 
3, and v(d) 4, but, according to Burnell, h(a) has the value of 8, whereas here it would have to 
be taken as 1.2 Secondly, the above assumption agrees with the fact that five years afterwards, 
in Saka-Sam.vat 1442, Gopa was ruling as governor of Koi;ig.avig.u.3 And from v. 45, where 
Appa, 'the lord of Viniko1.1g.a etc.,' is said to have made a grant in Saka-Sam.vat 1439, we may 
perhaps even conclude that the new arrangement was made in or before that year. The chronicle, 
it is true, does not mention the second appointment of a substitute, and the first substitute is 
called there the brother of Salva-Timma, which certainly is a mistake. On the other hand, the 
statement that the real governor of Ko1.1g.avig.u was Salva-Timma, and that he, on his hand, 
appointed a regent, is fully borne out by the terms used in v. 35, and the fact that he granted a 
village situated in the territory of Ko1.1g.avig.u. 
The list of Nadii;iq.la-Gopa's gifts comprises only three items. 
1. (V. 29.) In the Saka year counted by Raghavaya (i.e. Saka-Sarhvat 1442) he erected 
some new buildings (harmya) adorned with a wall (vapra) and a gate-tower (gopura) in 
honour of the god Raghava in Achalapuri, This is the Sanskrit equivalent of Ko1,1g.av1g.u, as 
we learn from the following verses that the temple of Raghava or Raghunayaka was situated in 
that town. 
2. (Vv. 30-32.) In ·the Saka year to be counted by the towns (3), the Vedas (4), the 
oceans (4), and the moon (1), in the year Vrisha, on an auspicious day, on Monday, the 
day of full-moon in the month Phalguna, he set up an image of Raghunayaka in the town 
of Koi;icj.avi~i. This image was surrounded by statues of Ra.ma's followers. 4 For Saka-Sam.vat 
1443 expired, the date corresponds to Monday, the 10th February A.D. 1522, when the full. 
moon tithi of Phalgnna ended 18 h. 20 m. after mean sunrise. 
1 The older form of the name seems to have been JTis1itJ.11kutJ,tfa; see above, Vol. IV. p. 195, note 1. 
' The chronogram is altogether a very poor one; it has three letters, or, if anka is to be conaidered part of 
it as in Sd/u114i&ka in v. 14, even four letters too many. 
1 See the Kol).~llvi4u inscription which will be published at an early date in this volume. 
' For details I 1·efer to the translation. ' 
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3. (V. 34.) In order to do the performance of niyoga, exceeding seventy-two,l he 
presented to the temple of the holy SaJuva-Raghava the fertile village of Unnuva, defined 
by its four boundaries and completely furnished with all necessary things, together with the 
eight powers and enjoyments. The temple of SaJuva-Raghava seems to be identical with the 
temple of Rama at Koi;i.q.avigu referred to in the preceding verses. The village of Unnuva is 
the Vunnava of the map, 5 miles south-south-east of Koi;i.q.av'l:q.u. 
Of the nineteen grants of Nadi1_1q.la-Appa enumerated in vv. 36-59 one is undated, six were 
made in Saka 1438, ten in Saka 1439, one in Saka 1440, whereas one (v. 38) lies as far back 
as Saka 1414. This last date seems to me open to .grave doubts ;2 at any rate, it is difficult to 
see how .A.ppa could have granted a village in the principality of Koi;i.q.aviq.u 23 years before 
the occupation of the country. The localities mentioned are situated in the modern talukas of 
Vinukoi;i.qa, Narasaravupeta, Gui;i.tur, Bapatla, Bezvaga, Ongolu, and Palnaq. (?). As we do not 
know the exact date of .Appa's installation as governor of Vinikoi;i.q.a etc., we cannot say with cer-
tainty whether he made these grants in the latter capacity or at the time when he was still 
governor of Koi;i.q.aviq.u. And even from those cases where the granted villages are expressly 
stated to have been in the siman of Vinikoi;i.q.a, no conclusions can be drawn in this respect, as 
there is no reason to believe that Vinikoi;i.q.a formed a separate province before the country was 
divided between .A.ppa and Gopa. 
1. (V. 36.) In the Saka year to be counted by 9, the fires (3), the oceans (4), and 
the earth (1), in the year isvara (i.e. Saka-Samvat 1439 expired), having founded an 
excellent village3 bearing the name of Appapura, which was supplied with a tank and with 
some4 good arable land between Viniko1_1q.a and the river Kunti, he gave it to the temple 
of Angaq.i-Gopinatha-Hari, From v. 47 we learn that this temple was in the town of 
Vinikoi;i.q.a. The river Kunti may be the GuJ?,q.lakamma, or, more probably, one of its tribu-
taries,5 4 miles south-west of Vinukoi;i.q.a, on the left bank of the Gui;i.q.lakamma, the 
map shows Sabinivinu .Appavupuram, which probably is the same as the .A.ppapura of the 
inscription. 
2. (V. 37.) To the temple of Ananta-Gopinatha, situated at Rompicharla, he gave the 
village of Gopavara. Rompicharla is 10 miles west of Narasaravupeta.6 Gopavara may be the 
Gopapuram of the map, 8 miles south of Rompicharla. 
3. (V. 38.) In the Saka year contained in the Indras (14), the oceans (4), and the 
moon (1), (i.e. Saka-Samvat 1414), he presented a wall (vapra) and the whole village of 
Pail_limar,;i to the temple of Madhavidevi in the town of Madderela, to be enjoyed as long as 
the earth will last. Madderela or, as it is called in v. 48, Madderala seems to be the Madheralah 
of the map, 21 miles south-west of Bapatla, 6 miles west of Motupalle.7 Paii;i.imar.r.i may be the 
hamlet of Pamidimarru, the Payidimarri of the map, 8 miles south of Narasaravupeta., though 
the distance between Pamidimarru and Madheralah amounts to 30 miles. 
1 IJ"dsaptaty-adhikdm niyoga·kalanam kai·tum. I do not know what is meant by this phrase. It occurs 
a.gain in the Kol).cj.a.vicj.u inscription (compare p. 112, note 3), I. 98: dvdsaptaty-adhikdm niyoga-rachandin, , , , 
kritvd. , 
2 There seems to be some confusion in the verse. The vapra which Appa is said to have erected in Saka• 
Samvat 1414 is apparently the same which according to v, 48 he built in Saka,Sarbvat U38. 
a With kritva grdma11aram compare avayuti-kaland,nirmit-Appdpur-dkhyam • , • grdmam in v. 52, 
A.ppdpuram . , . virachayya in v. 54, and gramam 11idhdya in v. 55, 
• With kiyamndtratal) compare ki,11atCm=afJa9utya bhamim in v. 54, and a11ayut9a bhimim=uohitdm in v. 55. 
1 The Gundlakamma seems to be identical with the 6mkAra mentioned in v. 40. 
• In the .v.illage is a temple dedicated to GllpalasvAmin, which probably is identical with the temple 
mentioned in the inscription; see Sewell, List• of .&ntiquities, Vol. I. .Appendix, p. xii. 
7 There is also a Mudderalapaudoo (MadderalapAcj.u) 6t miles north by east of OilgOlu in the Nellore district 
on the right bank of the Gul).cj.lakamma. 
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4. (V. 39.) In the Saka year to be counted by the Brahmans (9),1 the fires (3), the 
Vedas (4), and the moon (1), in the year isvara (i.e. Saka-Sarhvat 1439 expired), he erected 
a temple (cilaya), adorned with a solid hall (mai:ztapa), a wall (vapra) and a plastered mansion 
(saudha), to Ramesvara in the fort of Vinikoi;iq.a. 
5. (V. 40.) In the Saka year contained in the elephants (8), the fires (3), the Vedas 
(4), and the moon (1), in the year Dhat:ri (i.e. Saka-Sam.vat 1438 expired), he built a splendid 
temple of Siva at the village of Nandipati near the river called Orhkara. Nandipati seems to 
be the Nundeepaudoo (Nandipagu) of the map, 8 miles north of Ongolu. It is situated on the 
rjght bank of the GuI.J4lakamma which in that case would have to be identified with the 
Omkara river.2 
6. (V. 43.) In the Saka year to be counted by the treasures (9), the Re.mas (3), the 
Vedas (4.), and the earth (1), in the year isvara (i.e. Saka-Sarhvat 1439 expired), on the 
day of full-moon in the month Sravai;ia, he presented a plastered hall (ma'!l-tapa) of stone to. the 
temple of the great Viresvara in the village called Nuntulapati in the siman of Viniko!fq.a, for 
the benefit of Satva-Timma, the husband of Lakshmi. 3 29 miles south-south-west of GuI.Jtur, 
34 miles c,ast-south-east of Vinukoi;iga, the map shows Nutalupadu, which possibly is identical 
with the Nuntulapa~i of the inscription. The date is the same as that of the grant recorded in 
v. 46. 
7. (V. 44.) In the Saka year to be counted by the air (0), the oceans (4), the Vedas 
(4), and the earth (1), in the year Bahudhanya (i.e. Saka-Sarhvat 1440 expired), he built a 
fine large hall (ma"(l,tapa) and presented it to the temple of Agastya-Mahesvara at Kraiija. for 
the benefit of Satva-Timma, the husband of Lakshmt4 Krafija is the modern Kaza, 9 miles 
north-east of Gui;itur. 
8. (V. 45.) In the Saka year to be counted bythetreasures{9), the fires (3), the Vedas 
( 4), and the earth (l), in the year isvara (i.e. Saka-Samvat 1439 expired), he founded sarva-
manyas,6 (which supplied) the taxes and fees (mera)6 (due) to village accountants (kara?1-ika), 
for the eternul prosperity of his father and mother in the Vaikui;itha heaven. 
9. (V. 46.) In the Saka year to be counted by the treasures (9), the fires (3), the 
Vedas (4), and the earth (1), in the year isvara, on an auspicious day, on Monday, the day 
of full-moon in the month Sravai;ia, he gave the agrahara Mallavara, filled with all kinds of 
riches, to be enjoyed for ever,7 to the temple of Channa-Kesava-Rame.natha, the lord of that 
village, whose nature is knowledge.8 The date is ii.Tegular. It corresponds, for Saka-Samvat 
1489 expired=isvara, to.the 1st August A.D. 1517, when the full-moon tithi of Srhai;i.a ended 
1 Brahman, with the value of 9, occurs again in vv. 52 and 54 [and the synonym Aja above, Vol. IV. 
p.193]. 1 ha"e found it only in the list given by Mr, Rice, Mysore Inscriptions, p. xx f. The use of Brahman in 
this sense is rather strange, especially as its synonym pitd.maka is mentioned by Berunl among the numerical words 
for 1. 
2 There is anoth~r NandipAc).u six miles south by east of UdaJagiri in the Nellore district. But this would 
seem to be too for ta the south as to be the village referred to in the inscription. 
1 Tbe phrase La'l,;skmC,ndyaka-Sd.!va-Timma-v,bkav8 occurs again in v. 47, nnd with the addition of p",;iyaya 
in v. 44 and v. 28 of the Ko:r;ic).avlc).u inscription (compare p. 112, note 3). 1'he meaning is that the gift was made for 
the benefit of Sa!va-1'immn und his wife Lakshmi, as clearly stated in the Telugu portion of the l{o:r;ic).avic).u inscrip• 
tion, 1. 153 ff, 'l'he words Lakshmt-ndgaka are apparently used on account of their ambiguity. 
• See the preceding note. 
1 Sarvamdnya, 'exempted from all taic:es,' is always applied to villages or portions of lnnd allott~d to 
Brl'lbma:r;is or some temple. 
1 [For mera and kara,;iika see Brown's Telugu Dictionary.- E. H.] 
7 .LJ.ohalam, literally 'i111movable,' seems to have here this meaning. 
• See below, p. 123, note 5. 
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19 h. 7 m. after mean sunrise. But this day was a Saturday, not a Monday.l 1lallavaragra-
hara may be the Mullawarum Agra of tb.e map, 4 miles north of Tummarako(;a in the Palnfi.q. 
taluka, on the right bank of the K:rishi;ia, or Mallavaram, 10! miles north-east of Kor;i.q.a-
viq.n, or Mullavarum, 11 miles north-north-west of Ongolu. There is also a Chinna Mullavarum, 
23! miles north-north-east of Ongolu. 
10. (V. 47.) In the Saka year to be counted by the treasures (9), the fires (3), the 
Vedas (4), and the earth (1), in the year isvara (i .e. Saka-Sam.vat 1439 expir-cd), on the 
day of full-moon in the month Vaisakha, h& presented a beautiful large hall (maritapa) and 
a very high wall (prakara) to the temple of Angaq.i-Gopinatha-Hari iu the town of Vini-
kor;i.ga for the benefit of Sa.Jva-Timma, the husband of Lakshmi.2 The same temple we have 
met with already in v. 36. 
ll. (V. 48.) In the Saka year contained in the elephants (8), the fires (3), the 
oceans (4), and the moon (1), ( i.e. Saka-Sarhvat 1438), he presented to the temple of Madhavi-
devi in the town of Madderala the wall (vapra) which he had caused to be heightened. This 
temple was mentioned already in v. 38. 
12. (Vv. 49, 50.) In the Saka year contained in the Vasus (8), the fires (3), the 
Vedas (4), and the moon (1), in the year Dhatri (i.e. Saka-Sarhvat 1438 expired), h~ing 
presented the whole village of Atukuru, surnamed Nadir;i.q.la, to the BrahmaJ.ls, he gave them 
a large tank, causing the growth of rice-fields aud sugar-cane, for the pedormance of the daily 
ceremonies of bathing and praying at the sa1hdhyas, etc. This statement is repeated in different 
words in the second verse.a Atukuru is the Autcoor of the map, 11 miles north of Bezvfi.q.a. 
13. (V. 51.) In the Saka year contained in the elephants (8), the Ra.mas (3), the 
oceans (4), and the earth (1), in the year Dhatri (i.e. Saka-Samvat 1438 expired), he pre-
sented a solid temple (prasada), adorned with nine golden pinnacles (kumbha), and a beautiful 
large hall (mari,tapa) to the temple of Hari, the lord of Mailgalasaila, and gave also the village 
of Mangalasaila to the temple of Nrisimha. Mangalasaila is, of course, identicn.l with 
Mangalagiri, where the inscription was found. 
14. (V. 52.) In the Saka. year counted by the Brahmans (9), the fires (3), the 
Vedas (4), and the moon (1), in the year Isvara (i.e. Saka-Sam.vat 1439 expired), having 
presented to the BrabmaJ.l.S the village of Appapura, which he had formed by taking off a por-
tion of the land in the siman of the village of Re~uri, he gave, in aid of them, a large tauk fo1 
the cultivation of paddy fields, etc. This tank is described in the next verse. Ret;iiri is the 
Returu of the map, 7 miles north by west of Bapa(;la. One mile to the north-west of it the map 
shows Appapuram. 
15. (V. 54.) In the Saka year marked by the Brahmans (9), the fires (3) 1 the oceans 
(4), and the moon (1), in the year isvara (i.e. Saka-Sam.vat 1439 expired), having taken off 
some land in the siman of Nadir;i.q.la and having founded Appapura, which was supplied with 
a tank, he gave it to the BrahmaJ?.S. Nadi'Q.q.la, which apparently is connected with the name of 
the donor's family, is the modern Nade'Q.q.la,4 9! miles east-south-east of Narasaravupepa. 3! 
miles south-west of Nadei;i.q.la, 8 miles south-east of Narasaravupet;a, the map shows 
Appapnram. 
16. (V. 55.) In the Saka year to be counted by the treasures (9), the Ramas (3) 
the Vedas (4) 1 and the earth (1), in the year isvara (i.e. Saka-Sarhvat 1439 expired), havini 
taken off a suitable portion of land in the territory of Yerchuri and having founded a village 
1 Prof. Kielhorn adds that in Saka.-Sarhvat 143!/ current=Dhatri the full-moon tithi of the second (ni;'a) 
Sraval).a commenced 6 h. 44 m. after menn sunrise on Monday, llth August 1516, but.he thinks it not at all pr obabW 
that this d"y is intended. 
2 See abm•e, p. 114, note 3, 1 See the trarnslation. 
• Fo,· inscriptions at this village see above, Vol. IV. p. 37 f. 
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adorned with a tank and containing 10 Kesaripa.fi-putfis,1 he gave it to the temple of 
AubhaJa-Narasimha-Hari at Yerchuri. This is the Velchuru, Yelchuru, or llllchur, 12! 
miles south-west of Narasaravupeta, 4 miles north of Kommalapaq.u Bungalow, mentioned by 
Mr. Sewell, Lists of .Antiquities, Vol. I. p. 73. On the map the name of the village is missing, 
though its site is indicated. 
16a. (V. 56.) To the temple of Ananta-Gopinatha at Rompicharla he gave the village 
of Gopavara. This is merely a repetition of v. 37. 
17. (V. 57.) In the Saka year to be counted by the Vasus (8), the fires (3), the 
Vedas (4), and the earth (1), in the year Dhatri (i.e. Saka-Sarhvat 1438 expired), on the 
day of full-moon in the month Vaisakha, he gave the whole village of Bhartapfu;tq.i in the 
s·Zman of Vinikor;iq.a, which he had marked with his own name, together with the eight powers 
and enjoyments, to the learned Rayal).a-Bhaskara who belonged to the gotra of Vasishtha. 
The map shows Bhartapudi 5 miles north-east of Bapatla, but the identification must remain 
doubtfol. As the distance between this Bhartapudi and Vinukol).q.a is about 52 miles, it could 
hardly be sai<l. to be in the siman of VinikoQq.a. 
18. (V. 58.) In the Saka year contained in the elephants (8), the fires (3), the Vedas (4), end the moon (1), in the year Dhatri (i.e. Saka-Sarhvat 1438 expired), on the day of 
full-moon in the month Sravai;ia, h,wing taken off at Yerchuri in tho s£man of Vinikol).q.a a 
Yillage called Gopapuram, containing 10 !I.esaripu.ti-pu(lis2 and adorned with a tank, he 
presented it to the Brahmai;i.s. Yerchuri. we have met with already in v. 55; l! miles north-west 
of it the map shows Gopapuram. 
19. (V. 59.) In the Saka year to be counted by the treasures (9), the Ra.mas (3), 
the aggregate of the pursuits of life3 (4), and the earth (1), in the year isvara (i.e. Saka-
Samvat 1439 expired), on the day of full-moon in the month Karttika, he gave the whole 
village of Annavara in the sim.an of Vinikor;iq.a, marked by his own name, together with the 
eight powers and enjoyments to the learned Dacha 4 of the gotra of Kaui;iq.inya. .Annavaram 
is a very common name, which makes a strict identification impossible. The map shows an 
Annavaram Kandrike 5 miles west of Narasaravupeta, 20 miles north-east of Vinukoi;i.q.a, another 
A.nnavaram (A.nnawarum) 25! miles south by west of Vinukol}.q.a, and a third Annavaram 17 
miles south-east of Narasaravupeta, 35 miles east of Vinukoi;i.q.a. 
The list of Nadii;iq.la-App~'s donations concludes with a verse (60) in praise of Sa!va-Timma, 
and the last verse of the inscription (61) records that Sa!va-Timma assigned the village of 
Kor;iq.akavuri to the temple of Trikutesvara-Ni~aladris, i.e. Trikutesvara-Siva, the lord of 
the whole world, as long as the moon and the sun and the stars endure. Kol).q.akavuri is the 
modern Koi;i.q.akavuru, 8 miles south of Narasaravupeta, 
The second inscription,5 also in Telugu characters, is engraved on the four faces of a pillar 
lying in the temple of Kodai;i.q.aramasvamin at Kaz§., 9 miles north-east of GuQtftr, in the Kistna 
district. It contains 258 lines of writing. The average size of the letters is f'. With the excep-
tion of the last verse, beginning in 1. 255, the whole text of the inscription is identical with that 
of the Mangalagiri inscription. Only the order of the verses differs, as shown by the following 
comparison: Kaza 1-35=1\fangalagiri 1-35; K. 3G=1I. 55; K. 37-40=11. 36-39; K. 41, 
42=M. 45, 46; K. 43=:\L 40; K. 44=M. 47; K. 45-47=1\L 41-43; K. 48-.:i4=M. 48-
1 Regarding the term puHi see above, Vol. Ill. p. 93, note 1. K8saripdti-puHi se~u1s to mean the puHi (used in the village) of Kl\saripll<j.u, which cannot be traced on the map. 
~ See the preceding note. 
8 I h1tve not found the word varga in any of the published lists of numerical words. The meaning of four is, 
of course, due to the chaturvarga. 
• (He is styled 1tra-D~cha, 'the mcha of (this) village.'-E. H .] 
& No. l!55 of the Go,·ernment Epigrapbist's collection for the yeur 1892. 
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54; K. 55=M. 44; K. 56=M. 57; K. 57=M. 59; K. 58=M. 58; K. 59=M. 60. M. 56, which 
is only a repetition of v. 37, occurs in K. once only. In neither case any principle seems to have 
been followed in arranging the verses. Under these circumstances I have thought it unneces-
sary to publish in full the text of this inscription; but I have given all the various readings 
which it presents in the notes on the text of the Mangalagiri inscription. 
The last verse records that in the Saka year to be counted by the Vasus (8), the fires (3), 
the Vedas (4), and the moon (1), (i.e. Saka-Samvat 1438), the minister Appa built a plas-
tered hall ( ma?1,fapa) at the temple cf Agastyesa at Nallapa~i. N allapaq.u, the N elapadu of the 
map, is 15 miles north of Gui;itur. According to .alr. Sewell's Lists of .Antiquities, Vol. I. p. 75, 
there are several temples in that village. The map shows another Nallapadu 4 miles west of Gui;i-
tur, but no remains of temples seem to exist at this place. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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A.- Mangalagiri Pillar Inscription. 
TEXT.1 
First Face. 
~1l~ l[t*] ~~~Tit cnIR:"1~-
ffffl I f'i'fi5fflf~~~n;m~~~ -
~1.ufuc1 1[1 t*J ~T~~or~'?.finf~-2 
'Ql':f\' ~~3 ~~t ll' "'Tf~c:fml 
ffl~fPUtla:l~ll''f' f.:rliW5 ~~ 
fc:lif"q~~'ifT~'l:i'( 'iU'?.fT:6 1[1 ~*] ~~ f'i'ff~~-
~ro~~~ ~<~·1c1c'1ct1~ ifi(fft-
fcr-n~ ~'!l'~T1lT'i'f"J:llfffi1lT ·7 
~ ftoift?j mct1c1ot ~~l!': I [ I ~ • J aj 
ii[:*] ~rn.fm Gf1Tm 
11 ft0 "fllifl-itt\!~~ ll'qcl&tii?.Jl~ m-
12 ~: 1i ,'{l' f<qcfl'fir u~~~: cfiT· 
13 (ff1ci\!t01 m mm[:*] m~~fhtrlil~-
J4 ~ ~rm: ~110 efcr 1[1 s•] lii~r~f'il-ui:r· 
15 
16 
17 
f~cR:fcrmaifa~1,<d ~-
°" 
11
~tlt1 <ft.t1 (!1 ~ {himfu;~mfi:ff 
ffl~Rmocff.mrl=i~if'(~ ~ 
1 From inked esta.mpages supplied by Dr. Hu!tzscb. 
, K. o"fITNo. 
, In K. the anusoara of ·~~· is written twice, 
G K. ~:, but perbnps corrected. 
s K. ~~cfo. 
10 Ilead iii~, as correctly in K. 
a Read 0 lf1t._"l'll', a• correctly in K. 
1 Read~, 
' Read 0if:S0 • 
g Read ft:"fi0 , as correct! y in K. 
u Readf~~~-
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19 ';q'~ 'it~UcI~T 'if~?.ITi!Ui:rfllf: 1 U"6f • 
20 ~raiqj'T'ufin~Tr5'·o~Rijf: 1[1 ~ *] ~Tffi~~fir-
~ ~ 
21 qr~Tlllf~cnrcc1tcrrili ~ 'ifT~Gl'-
22 fcff'q"'SJ~ft~cfT ~~cci' 'lloT: 1 ~:1 
23 tfi~~'i!f1l~mcit% ~o51~ I '{.-2 
24 mf~Ri: tf1lTN~~ f-rf\:fqlftf'i:i[: 1][1 -e*J 
25 ;q~if ft~o'ifri:rftq1ftiq~i:rtcnr -
°' 26 =rt fflfflfil"if~rmj~~m ~hr: tlffi-
27 'Cfl~'{: I 'QTfficib~~3 ~cf'!JlO' ~-
28 ir fef~~oT ~Tffi~·~fo~ info f~ -
29 ~lt: ~~lfTlTifr 1[1 c:*] if~Tlf?.JT'if4 ~T~Tcibcf@'-5 
' 30 1ll'~f~qij<g'{: I ~aif(JJ(T(f~'lfcr~m'6'f.f-
31 irN@wro 1[1 e. *J ~w~fi:r1ll'fflcf:0 cliIT~i,r~i~-
32 ~: I ~h-t~lliT~o'ifcJU'qcn~-
[VoL. VI. 
33 ~:7 1[1 t o *] fcr~T8 ~cff0 fcritli fin:r~~fcrll~fci«i-
34 ~'{T~T tfWTcfTit~~: ~f11r1f(q: 
35 tf'~r~n~~i: 1 ~ttrnr;~·ilih:ij~-
36 'Cff~~'{tsif~f~~~~mRtt fciitii 
37 ~ft"6f(fo~r~c:rf?11R~10 ~;t 1[1 t t•] ti~tr~-
38 trtm:li 1G111<!'1o51 ~r fcli ti~,~'lflJ-
39 'Q'W.J llcfiJl'mef I 'Qlrlfefffrl'o ~~ ~ 
" ~ 
40 'q cfT~ ~illf 'qijU'if'if m~i- 11 
41 1JI' I [ I t ~ *] ~'ITTtIBJoltnti"f'l<'fcl"it tJ ici,Q I ~ -
42 ~R'!ft1l'ij'T~~ fo~I® fflcITTITT ~ .. 
43 fuf.rN'flli{ ~TGf~m-{ lliflcq'T I "cfTit-
44 i:rrit~ir ~~qfu~: ~fcqqr'ij'Tfo-
45 f<gq"r: 1tr~if. Ii ,,,aa flm:g~ei'!ffii-
46 ~~ ~ tl'!fT'ifT: 1[1 t~*] t8i!,~ 1fcfiT~ [1*] ~·t 
I Read '!l'rn:, 3 Read~~-. 
s Read li~l~"{~"'t'; in K. a small anum:fra has been added afterwards. 
' K. 1{lfm0 ; read l{~llfl:TTif:, 5 K. ~~0 • 
5 K. '!i't l'J'l~llfcr'll0 , ' K. 0m1fl I ~~if:, 
8 fo K. between the d and m of fcrm the subscript sign fort has been inserted. 
' Tbe 11nu1vdra ia very smull, and hos been inserted afterwards. 
u K· afci.i!W. i1 K, ofcr'll. 
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48 
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50 
51 
52 
53 
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57 
58 
59 
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~'!Tiifl: ~[<*]Q1 1[1*] ~clicfis:tcfi~-
~Ttil'mJ't:ii'iITTT~~2 1 ·~noGcffa 'it~ f"f-, 
~if ~ qtl:Sqlfliflf~ iflRT'G'f 1[1 t 8*] ~T-
~ "l'ef(~i'I I t8~'S 'Sl'.~~ 1[1*] 'g· 
•srm1H1 l I cfi*{cf~ ac tu t1 frl enfirfc:1' qil-
'sd ~'f 'Q'tR"lf ~~6fifq\~Tifcfinif-
lf ~ I ';ql'eTfTif, tfqfifT@efffi ai t"t cl I ifT~ -
mot~(ff il01~f,qftrtrr~lfa;~'qef[:*J ~-
~cff~: 1[1 t ~*] qiifitcti~~rit ifT· 
f~~~: I ~re 4@41t~Ji"'llstiltilf-5 
cirarfcr~~t: 1[1 , ~ *] ~t~'«fl ~nrr 
lH!cfT~~"t:frll I "l'if~ef ~cf-
"lf m-t'~~fef lf~ II [ t -a*] 
Second ]?ace. 
60 ifT~efoiit~lflt~: qi~""' 
61 E!i~fli~~T I ~"lflcftQ'-
62 6ciTfl'l~·mqci1.:t1cast~1' l[I tt:*] 
63 ~, .. ~~futnf'i:fefllTflfif~ ~-
64 ~"T I ifT~ltlt.l'Tm-
65 ~TWlTfl't«:iil(s~ 1[1 tL *] ~ 
66 ifTiii '& ~ cq ~ fq'T'Q;J'i=j:f ?T-
67 tr~oit , l:ITTll{)~iq~1Hif~-
68 fep1ft~~<:Tls~ 1[1 ~ o *] "!OE!i~f'ef'fum-
69 ~ foill~mT<tfliifcncfiT7 'q'Tll'-
70 ~ 1 s ~ 9 cir 'fcfr-rcnlsgf-ttcfiilcfi· 
71 ~T~~T~~m10 1 1{'8~-
72 ~fa~i$~flTI~ifl"N~ 
-;:,. . 
73 'R'i'ft'~~ij(~cc{i{tf-
74 wnf~ttlltltf~: 1(1 ~ t *] ~-
l !{. ,q'i;!"'{fi, 
•K.~o. 
i Read 0 JJ:f; K. 0mu. I Re11d 'li~1 as ccrrected in K. 
~ Read 0 f~iti0 , as correctly in K, s K. i!Tif«l~0 • 
, Rend 0 fcn"ifif • • This sign of punctuation is superfluous. 
9 K . ~'ii· ; read {1!1i{. 1e Re11d 0~~t, as correctly in K. 
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15 fir~~fir~ir~(f~f"'ifcf,rqt-
7 6 "f~cf'i:.ii 'Gf~ Will'ffioll'Tfl'T~ - 1 
7 7 fiflrtf~if'{if~'(JJ~cntJ-
~ 
7 8 '{~: I ~f?f:2 cfiTfrTtfif tr -
79 ft:,:~fi; f~: 4~ifTiffqT~-
80 ~nj ifTf~l(lttftf~if-
f'(JJ~f~~ctl~('ftH'ITq: 1[1 
6
~ihit'lcfi'tit~~~fc1oo-
81 
82 
83 ~n'FffT~~TcloTtrn'fT-6 
°' °' 84 c1oic1o1ffio'l:Rf"(JJ0€t ~~~ 
85 -afTf: 1 farm~r~~~-
86 ~'Gftttrfof(cr ir~~ ~'.l:f{-7 
" 87 11" ffl ifT~ttft:r~-
58 ~~~tn-afTfefrra[: 1][1 ~~*] 
89 mm -rrfqml:R{ ~fcr-
90 fo cn?i ~: ~TilcJT-8 
91 'i'~"flioTifcffr!. q'(: 1[1 ~ 8 *] 
92 ~ "fTmfcrnr0 ~ fcro'{l!ITiflflH-
9 3 -t:_ ~l:T~T f~~~T(JT 'GfT · 
94 zj- titr~: cfifo 'q" ~~~~-
~ 
95 'GfT~nii_GT: 1 ~ -:qrortr-10 
96 °d~Tfiq'o'(q['fiflfifTif_ mtr-
97 lfl"lf:ll ~fai cfi~~ qjf~-
'-' 
98 91 ";f~ ?f~if~~"'l<i~f-qor-
99 if~ 'q 1[1 ~'4.. *] 12dfh:rtf~licfi'{-
100 -g~if~,~~s:t,~m"fto[:*J-13 
1 Read 0~ 0 , RB correctly in K, 2 K. <!r<li'tm. 
2 Read cfiIT'tf~, ' Read >ifmn°, & Read -ST?:T0, 
6 Perhaps the a~tual reading is °'1IT'<l:lrf0 , as in .K. 
T Reacl ~o ; the anu,vdt'a atands at.' the beginning of the next line. 
B K. 0~'1'{Ti!0 , ' Read ~rfT, as correctly in K, 
10 Read '<ITWfl:f0 , as correctly in K. 
u Originally «l' bad been engraved instead of ~' but it seems to have been corrected. 
u Tb•~ has possibly been corrected out of fa", u K. 01'lti"ti-. 
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~~~wftlf~lltffire-1 
~ " 
"" "' (' (' G"T@~~~T~T~: ii_,~-
~[:*] mff:2 ~qf~ '1ffifq!;fT 
~~-=r ~~r ~,1nit Glt-3 
fi; ~w f~rfl{fqrfq~r m -
fu 'ifl'R~Tll: 11 [ ~ 4- • J ~h,r~i:rferffft1T -
~Tfa;ef:qq [: * J m~~qfolinnJ-
illrifrnicrt "i1~"tl'{cfi4 
" 
~1-
1TI'llR"ll'Ti9t I 6tl'T"cl'TITf~~?.fil • 6 
~"cftfaii1TUB"f1;JT~D~Gf-7 
cfi'f8 if~lfTi9'q~Tf~~cfi°f~9 
-qijfff.ficfit :qrift 1[1 ~-e*J ~ta1~u-
Gfi'f~T~m: 1:frfli'f~lij'fa;cf'-10 
' 
fulR~i9'{lfTfifif(]: I 'i'fT-
f~~1T)q~fqcn 'i'f~ocq~ _, 1 
ii' ~lsciTfz.;JT~cfi"q~"tlu-
" [~]q_ 1[1 ~r::*J Ucf~qJ~ ~cficf-
[ifJ u~ '{f'qm:q~tir 112 
qlJifl'!J'{if~ifq[ ~· J"Rf'llf-13 
-qiff.:ffo~i.; ~:14 II [~L*] 
Third Face. 
121 <r"aqlll ~ 8 8~ ~'{B'if 1[1*] ~~ g-
122 ~rfh:rfm~'5 ~ij- cfc({t tliT~ 
" 
123 fqij~ 'ltr~f~ :l!l'lcfi'~cftftg=t I iITT~ -
124 ~cq~.rm-qi:ff~Faittcfi[:*.J ~tm~"11m~r-
121 
1 Rend 0 .,'lflH[~ef-, as correctly in K. 
3 The subsc~·ip"t sign which I have read kr. is rather indistinct, and may be meant for something else ; in K., 
however, the reading~ is quite certain. 
s The anusvdra stands at the beginning of the next line. 
• Read '\l'i<.~q~. 1 Rend 1n~··n°. 
ff The anu,ndra stands at the beginnin!I' of the next line. 7 Read 0 W'l:l~•, as correctly in K. 
8 Read <Ii, as in K., where cfT S0PIDS to have been corrected out of <fit, 
9 'l'he a1>11svara stanris nt the beginning of the next line, 
10 K. 0~rif0 ; rend 0 '!fi:Hi!0 • 11 Read 0 (f'tq~-. 
n The a,iusvdra ,rnd khe sign of punctuation strind at the beginning of the next line; K, 0m:;jq~l, 
JS K. 0~t/ 0 • u Bead ~qcn, as correctly in K. 1& K. 0 <1Tfi11:0 • " 
R 
• 
122 
• 
125 
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142 
143 
144! 
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;nm l:'a'ifnfcfi~ ffi'ffcfTif ~cm-fuwrfcr -
~ ' 
f"ii 1[ 1 ~ o *J ~mcr~'eJPllfcmt~'51"t~cffa~~-
~'ffll1~%.,. ~i:f oT <q I '{{l?fT'qfrr '{{'Q" • 
fl:c.fRcfilitr~if uif 'q iftq~f~Tffio ~-
'tffci~ I [ I ~ t *] '{{l'ffHTi:r~i:rf~T '{{~'{?TT ~l;fT 
~m"<xfT 'ffiil1 ~~f"cl'cfi~~P![T fcf'51"Gf · 
% ~rcfil-scfritgu , ~men ~i:rrf'ii:f~Tlil-2 
1!I ~~ ~T~f?Jcfccitr~3 ~rif ·~rrcrl:~ 'tf -
frrfnirnr-:rrf~~ll'tq'tflJ:4 1 [ 1 ~ ~ * J ircfil-si"r~ -
gf'{rlT~cfi Uil~:5 fcff -:;i~cfil6 ~f~-
tf~ ~= en~: 1 ,q1c:r1frr c:rrctf~"@ m~q -
" 
~rr.=rcci "cl'cij if iir~rr ;:rj ir~-s=l''5l~ 1[1 = = *J .. ',; 
'{{'ff~Ncnt f.;mircn'!lifT cficl ~"cl'lfT· 
fR1!Tt:7 I ~lRc«T~cf'{T'a'cfTGI" ilfW?TT ifT-
., 
~ltl'tf~: 1 m~r~~cfifTilcff ~ -
-q;f'!fi '{{Tin:q~rf'ii:ffi ,s '{{cfnfiT"n?Tm9 
'{{i{~Qmiisc:r~1ir1f.;s{'fi10 1[1 ~ 8*] '{{ff(!fcfT· 
~ii'ifcfiTcfi'{{cfT~ mf'!lcr~.=r~Rl'ltl' -
c:r+i"U 1 '{{T~crfrr;ir~f'qcfT~~-q'&.fil -
-scf\f?:iilf'{Tn:fq~T I [ I ~ la_* J "S'.fTcfiT~ 'ifcfqf~cfT. 
ficr~"cl'T1T~1a=t cfc({l': ~iR fcrfif<:fit'S· 
cfifo~f'{?ftlli11 fcfiGT-ilf":lo: I fficq'T lfli:r· 
"' 
'cf{ 'ff?:Tcficfif~rr 'ifT'ltl'TgU~rf.qri 112 'tfT • 
~~Tiq.,"T?;I'~~ ifTf~~-
tr~: I [ I ii ~ *] ~if"fliflf '{Jifl?;l'T'lf13 Ufu<q'f!f f.lcfT · 
Hr;t I m~rilqq'{ lfTii ifTf~W'CQci · 
1 Read cf".IT, •• corrertly in K. 9 K. V~mf~0 • 
s Read '!ln'!T<fzj'ffl~ or :i!i't';!T<!q'B<i~ or l!l"t<i!ITT"'1TIT~T. 
• Rend 0 il1:l'HlT0, as probably corrected ia K. 
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~T-
I K. '9"{'ifT0 ; mad 0",:f?;. 6 Rend <;t?;af, as co~rettly ill K· 
T Read i!QJ"\:, as correctly in K . ; the following slgn of pnnctnation is snperflnons and wanting in K. 
8 This •il?n of punctuation is superfluous and wanting in K. 9 K. 0 l!i'tc@m. 
10 Rend 0 ~1HlilT0 , as correctly in K. 11 Read 
0
~~' as correctly in K. 
11 Tliis sign of punctnat-ion is superfluous, u K. "5[if7!0 • 
• 
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151 lif'<fUZ, 1[1 ~ ~*] ;:r~~~g1::;:rrc1~~~ cftJf;r-1 
152 ~<n~lf1TT~2 I tlf~~;:rf~llctf1!:"3 
15 3 1if i~Ti:ril~;:ftQI.U:i"lft I [ I ~ t:: *] if°fflT · 
154 fr.r~~llf~lli~~~ ifTf~~ttJ~Ncft fq• 
155 °f.f"ctil~~ ~Tif19Uci 'efifRZtJcftr-
156 merH"R!'T~Pi4 ~oifT~n:n=rr~~"sf: [1][1 ~L *] 
157 51Tri11crf~f.rqif~ir~qq°2J6 .;rf~ifn-7 
158 ~f~T~~TtQ!fnt: ;qTcfiHiiT~-
159 f~fncffiff~QTR:l;fTif fl!cfT~clilif"Sll · 
160 lHffcf?.nTifcf II [8 o *] ~~~~~qfoG~fcrfl!~T~-
' 
161 a;t;:r~JoGTe?l ~"ti(TiTf~~~1 ~q~-
162 ~o;(Ta;Tll~nnfiq~ , ~funrrf11nf;:rf~~-
163 efii'nT~~~~~Tfif"ff 19 ci~ ~~;:r~r-
164 ft~cn;:r~ ~~r{~~rftfrr 1[1 8 t *J ~~-
165 >STri:ra.rc1r ~~a "el'~1cf10 ci~T"(cn~~r-~ .,-,-~~· ' 
166 ~l!T~ cfT cft~19Dqc'f11 I[, 8 ~ *] "STTcfi~ 
167 ~i:ullT~~ "cffl.f~ m1:r~t fcrf.fcnl;g,niJfif12 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
1'13 
174 
~rf~13 f~Tif?:l:f I "l;{Tif -t:~r~rr.nfa-
"' 
.;r.rfif RWTcJT~~rmf~ll"ff ~tifmcntrT-14 
' 
~crfu1Rfcf~~15 ifTfq~~: 1[1 8 ~*] lTTcfi~ 
ifTf~~~cl"("<tITlf~·16 ~ ~cr~t fcr~rit -aff· 
~T~iililfif17 lf~P';l"Tf~~GfttJtr~: ffiT-
>STll(~;:f~~TU fcrg'!f ~lei lfTii:f-
"2;q ~~TifT~~~crfffTefcr~~ g~ru ffi· 
123 
1 The gu~i has been added afterwards; the anusoara stands at the beginning of the next line; K. indistinct. 
i Read 06fl!f'q1~0 , as correctly in K. 3 K. indi•tinot; read 0 31:EQf,i::-, 
• Read ~T'i:1'1:R!T0 • 1 Read lll:rcri.rq0 , as correctly in K. 
6 Read 0 ~'<!T"a:0 , as correctly in K. 7 K. 0 fctll!0 • 
8 Read 0oz~Tl!flf«!c{. 
• Read 0~'qTfifci', s• probably correctly in K. The sign of punctn,tion is superfluous and wanting in K. 
10 For th~ aksharaa <ifP:i'' to <;;!'Cl!T0 something else seems to have been originally engrnved. 
11 Read 0 cfq, as Mrrecr.ly in K. Ji Read 0 -s'{l'tfffil, as correctly in K . 
11 Read 'i:JIT~n,, as correetly in K. " Read 0 lll:'fi['llft0 , 
U K. 0 fci"fll0 , or perhaps ' fchf0 • 16 Read 'ITf«l'~~o. 
17 Read 'qfit1°, as correctly iu K.; 'ifT has been corrected from qu, 
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175 cc{Tn::ifc{ 11 [ 8 8 *] fi1"f~~Rfififil"a'Jff~T~1TT~~ ~~ II~ -
176 q~ fqfifcfitisT~TlfifTf ~~'lf ct1: fif~:sf"ifcfi:sf"if • 
17 7 ~~cfiofu~1 cfi~f~cficfi~if~Tif2 ~cf~T~T-
~ ' 
178 ~1q_ 1[1 814._*] lfTcfiT~ fiff~qf~~~~'(t!lif~~'( cf~-
179 ~ ~Tcf~T fcr~crrq~ ~~if3 ifTf~~'lftqtf-
180 ~: I li~T'il{"ij{cf~Hf~T,il'q"iff ~c!N~T{-4 
181 fuf 'fl"STill'Ntf~~llcf~ilT"ifT!TT~ ?l'T· 
1s2 ~clfif 1[1 8 ~ *J lfTcfir~ fifmf~~~~~~,.if~~i: q~-
1s3 i: TIIT~t fqfifc:fiN"ifTi:rf.i ~ ~-Rt if~T-
Fourth Face. 
184 iizi:r I lfT~T~if~ifTftf"ifT!T· 
185 'f~ir lfT'cfiT~~lH'f ~~)"ifT • 
~ 
18 6 'lf~~cfn'flif~5 "ifTfii~'lf-
187 ~: 1[1 8~*] if~U~HJ~il'T~cf~~6 [cf*]tf-7 
188 ~~ lffcf'eiT'li I ifTifcff~~-
189 ~'eit~lfrifi d ~;1f~mtq'lf-8 
190 ii~ 1[1 8 ~·J lf'Tc:fi~ q~qffl~fmt cN 
191 "q ~T~~9 ~~qq~ij~-
192 (iiif~~ ffi'ffl ~ fq~Tq_ 
193 ~lttlii~tfT&cfiTf~f~ij et~· 
194 ~?;Tcfi11 if~12 lfT~RT~'q'm-
' " 
' 10 
~-
195 'l:fiiil~~~ttftf~:13 1[ I 8 e.*] i3'· 
196 1~1~iiltcti~cf"iffifci;~-er~ _is 
~ 
197 ~Tcffl~ ]ffcfifrotn'q'q;fi°;fiif· 
198 efoft{~~~~.ft"sr16 I lH-
199 ~TcfRT'cfi'cfiT~ ~f.tfanm· 
1 Read 0ml" ; K. ille~ible. 
, The tbir,l qi of this word is expressed by the old sign. K. seems to read 0 <1il'lf~0 by correction. 
1 K. "\J"l1°, • Hend ~~o ; K. illegible. • K. probably 0 f<Tf{0 , 
6 Read 0 m1:1fcf0 • 7 K. cnr0 • 
s Read 0 qri i:(iflff~clT~q~-; in K. probabh corrected. 
1c 'fhe anuu1dra stands at the Leginuinir of the """t line. 
u Read lf'e'<ij:l"· 11 K. 'lifi!\:11111°, 
9 Hee.u "l'T'IT 0 , us corr ectly i11 K. 
ll Read a~~ZTcfi, 8S oort'C<'tly iu K. 
11 Read <l!iQIT0 , 
u The unusvdra stands at the beginniug of the next line. 16 Rend 0 ~ -r0 , as correctly in K. 
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~HH'!f o'lTcfi ffi<cfT 'ifT~~tqtf-
·~J"("aHio,f finr~r~~fr:1 [11 IJ. o *] 
'iJTi:fi~ lT~~Tl=l'cfTf~l=l'fwit ~T"ofT • 2 
~ciW ~'if tfHff~ 'ifcfW'l=l''f.fi-3 
" 
.ri:fif~H'f '~ t:l~T'R?;'Q I ~TifiJ:f-4 
llc1c3i~ifT~~ 'ifTf1i~tJij-s 
11ht RlT~ll~l=l'cnl=l'f'Q" trT~Tcf6 
... 
~f~'WTGI' 'q I [ I 14._ t *] l!'TcfiT~ ~'ffl"cf~ • 
fu'iJfiilT~il ~1g·u~ cfi7 \'lR11Hl-8 
°' 9iflRit{~foi:fi'!fifTfifffioTttrT~T· 
~ I ~cqT10 11TR fir~h~~~'ffi!i'ff 'iJT • 
f~~f~~n llT~T~T~~~ttrmJll~-
~N~cfi cf'llcff I [ I ~ ~ *] ~ttrTif( cfTfi~ -
~ZTcfi12 lffl'Ti:fi~d f~~n,r~: cfff13 cfif 
"qf~Tf~'l:Tlll mW 'Q"U:Ti_~o-
<H 'if~i:fiu 1[1 '(~*] 'ifTf~fF.f fi:fiU?fTilcf· 
~ ~iict419( "q fq,'ql- 15 
~ oWfiYffi16 [1*] 'ifTf~i~ct4~-
[ fq ]cn~o of~~RiT17 ~fflTfr.fcfT~ • 
-s:rfi!il I i:fig ig:tg~ U [ 'l 8 *] 1'.l'T~ fir°N~T-
ll~~~~h1~'9 ( ~~ ~-
"" 
u~cr~
18 
~ifef:qrrt 'Q"-
WTcfiU'!fffi<'f I m"R ~fttfm-
10gfz~ Sli:fitllci ~Tm~'ilil-
[ iJ~~'ifTU~""'it 'ifT-
"' [fit]~~~: I [I 14._ 14._ *] ~;=f'ffiftftrifT-
1 Read 0~, as correctly in K. 1 Read 0 <1Tfii.rfu~ 'i:lT,JT-, as c<>rrcctly in K. 
1 The anusvdra stands at the beginning of the next line. 
, The anusodra st1rnds a: the beginning of the next line. 
• IC inserts a super6uous sign of punctuation afuir 0 ~ 0 • 
o 7R 0 ~"" tl' BK~" .. 0 
125 
s Read 'll"T~T';I' . ~ad ~ 'q <l'lil , as correc YID K. . '".." , 
9 Read ~).r0 ,0 as correctly in K. 10 Read ~, 11 K. 0fu.Ji ; read 0fu~J. 
12 Read <fTN~~?:T<fi':, as correctly in K. 11 Read <iii, 
H Read ~:1 as correctly in K. n Read fcl"{'q-) as correctly in K. 
11 K. 
0
~ 1 
17 K. elf~~~; read ~ijj~. 18 R ead ,rcfcl'0 • 11 Read gft0 • 
126 
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[-eTT]~ iffitr:qififcfTf~ij I tfl~Tit-
qql: -a;rm .;rf~tri:q-7.:fi:if"':f-
'{~1 1[1 'i,~ *] '3JTcfiT~ cf~c:r&~~cf~'!JT1T-
~ "q ~T"':£~~2 ~hn~t fcrf.=rotiTisij"T-
mif lP:{1'3 ifTf~t(ftlBH.t: cfT-
[fu}a-T7.:I' ~ i:rrrtifis;rf~<ff -a;rrii4 
C\ 
~ifliftf cfirf tlT~T~T(f'lJ- 5 
233 ~T~U~ 6 [i'fij~~l~HflfT1TTfoqrf [11 'i, 0*] 
234 mcfi~ 1t::;,rcrf~~~'3Jf1TW crtf 'i:1 ~r-
235 "':£T'ffl'q'8 ~Tcf~t fc:rfi'fofiTis~lfl;f9 
236 ffic'T'c:{ti'ftf~~ltJ~: I it'tf-
" 237 '{Tcf~ llll:f~'{f+r«.n~ [f~ ]-
238 ~p.nf~'JTlO mi:i ~ft:q1fa:gf?;~'3J[ ~ ]-11 
239 'tITT1° "ii~Tcfi1~~12 II [ 'i, i=*] llT~T~ fi{f'c:{,.f •13 
240 ;rcrrrrcr'{11Jtrr~t cr~'t ~rf'ffclirT14 
241 fcrf.feitmf'il ~ffinT iiTf~t(fttr-
242 tr~: I lH~Tcf-;fcf'{Tf~~15 ~ ~ell~ 
243 mli ~iir;rtffirr cfil~~Ti'q-
244 16(f~~~fci~~~~1TTfiq'ft17 
245 1[1 ~e..•] 7.:l'fcfa5t~~cnf"':fti~cn~?H-18 
246 19:ii\'~1JI'!J"':fllni[:*]1l1::T"(a -g.;ij ~-
247 et 'i:1' ~~~t ~lctiliscJT£t-g-u (l"T-
248 ~~~cf~Unl~~~Ti~t 
" 
249 fcrcf'ff cnfcr~rcJ~To§cffn~cn)f?1i!rfo-
1 This verse is a repetition of v. 37, and occurs in K. once only . 
[VOL. VI. 
1 K. ~T"l~lfi I ; read 1:iTa;i~lti. 3 Head «~'tift0 , as correctly in K. 
• The anusrdra stands l\t the beginn in!r of th e nest line. s K. 0~nnc. 
6 Read ~s:0 , as correctly in K . 1 K. c~'<nl0 , 8 K. 'i:ff'if~~ I ; read 1:iT~~~-
9 I{. 0q;n;g"«tfli. 1° K. 0 i1<1'Tf~'2! ; rend 0 ~1<!1~1l~Tif . 
11 Read 0 gfr0 ; in K. a very small~ seem , to hnve been added afterwards. 
11 Read 0q;~<l!. 13 K . fiff,ru-. 
u K. 0 '{ I cfil0 ; read cfif'ffll>ft. 11 K. lfT~~l!l0 ; rea rl lfT~~~cRTf.ni . 
. u K . perb •ps 0 ~ 0 • 17 The anusvdra , tauds at the beginning of the next line. 
18 In K. the lfT of bbe first ~cfT appear• tohave b.ienoJrrected from some other akshara; 0 f-ir~T'<l<ii0 , perbap, 
correctei . 
19 In K. the visarga was inserted afterwards; read '!1°1~~0• 
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cfiT 1 '9""Q'ccl'°i5Ri ~f'cf II [ ~ o *] 
'![l{~rf~R~TU~~'ilT-
fc;l{Tlf~lll~T~,qf'fi 'fitJrttcr,fo -
~~T 'U'qmi:fT«.f~~: 1 '5j(T"f-3 
~ r~oRfu.rur~.rf ~1:rc.cfil -4 · 
f"ll-icfiTcITT:'ilTR~H'f1::{Tf.£5 
"' 
~lg~ f-1 l'!f~it f'cflg~~ -
~-
~ II [~ ~ *] m ~) ~T II 
ABRIDGED TRANSLATION, 
(Line 1.) Let there be prosperity ! 
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(Verse 1.) M,i,y the primeval boar protect you, he who lifted the earth that was wet as if 
it (were a woman that had fallen in love with him1 and) were in violent perspiration on account 
of the touching of his body ! 
(V. 2.) Let this primeval boar devise what is propitious! When he had lifted the wet 
earth from the flood of water, he held it with great force for fear lest it should slip down,8 and 
(thereby) hurt a little the lower part of it with his tusk (like a lover who, when he has lifted his 
mistress in excess of passion, bewildered by the contact with her body, squeezes her with great force 
and inflicts a little wound tu her lower lip with his tooth), 
(V. 3.) The lord of Kakuia who, in love's wanton sports, interlacing his own (blue) 
hands with the tender (white) arms of Lakshmi clinging to his chest, wears, as it were, a 
garland of mandara fl.owers9 entwined with strings of leaves of the blue water-lily, -may ho 
exhibit the skill of fortune ! 
(V. 4.) The holy Rama (who is identical with) Hari, who may be known from the 
Vedanta;10 who, though his nature is knowledge, without end, 11 and existence, yet, in order to 
perform the duties of Maghavat,12 wears an illusory body; atwhose sight even his onemies,such 
as Ravai;ia and the rest, went to heaven:3 at the end of their time, and others, such as Hanumat 
and Vibhisha1;1a, felt perfect satisfaction on earth,- let him grant welfare to the worlds! 
(V. 5.) I do homage to the sinless lotus-like fo')t of Rama, the tree of desires to those 
who worship it, which is reddened by the splendour of the crest-jewels of lndra and the other 
1 Read "31!!l" .~~. 
~ The fnllowine verse is not in K. 8 The anust>ara stancls st the beginning of the next liue. 
• The anus,·ara stands at tlw bP2inning of the next line. 
~ The sub,rript sign of the first akshara of this line is very indistinct. 
1 For the re,uli111? of K. see the text. 
7 Both here and in the next verse the boar and the earth are represented as two lo,•ers, and the words have to 
be taken in s d •uble meaning. 
s Lite,ally, 'on account of the unstendines• of the contnct! 
9 As Lal,shmt is renresented as being of white or golden colour, manrldra seems to be used here as e name of 
the white ,•ariety of Oalotropis GiganfP.a, not of the scurlet-flowering E•·.tfthrilla Indica. 
10 Com rare TT8dainta-~8dy·dtmane. , , Viahf.1av8 in 1. 135 of the Pi\hapuram inscription of Pritl1v!svarn; above, 
Yol. IV. p. 46. 
II I hnve transl:ited ananta, as thi• is the reading of both inscriptions. But I think it not unlikely that 
an~nta is" mis1ake for onanda,jiitin-dnan4a-sad correspondi112 to the WP!I known aach-chid,dnanda which in auch 
texts a• the Ramatdpantya•Upanishad is frequentl.v epplierl to Rama-Vishl).U, 
1t I.e. lndra. is I.e. obtained salvation. 
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(gods) bowing (before him) as (the lotus is reddened) by the early rays of the sun; which is 
embellished by the waves of light from the thunderbolt of the slayer of V:ritral as (the lotus 
is embellished) by flights of bees; and which is disting-uished by the tinkling of its anklets as 
(the lotus is distinguished) by the sweet sounds of the female flamingoes. 
(V. 6.) 'l'here is (a king) called the glorious K:rishi;iaraya, the head-ornament of kings, 
whos.e lotus-like feet arc illuminated by the crest-jewels of princes. 
(V. 7.) Through the precious stones presented by the glorious king K:rishr.ia the houses of 
the learned and the poets have pavements sparkling with jewels of different kinds, and have 
(thus) become jewel-mines ;2 veracious people (thereforr;) speak of the ocean which is (now) only 
a recepbtele of floods of water ( only in terms meaning wate1·-receptaole, siwh) as ambh6dhi!i, 
i(tladhi~, payodhi~, udadhi~, varaih nidhi[i, vr£ridhi~. 
(V. 8.) In the court of Kaliilga is seen the pillar of victory of the glorious king Krishr.ia, 
(resembling) a stake for (tying) the elephants of his enemies, a post for (sacrificing) his foes in 
battle like cattle at a sacrifice, a shaft thrust into the hearts of his enemies, a lofty radiant shoot 
of splendour, the tusk of the boar-bodied (Vishr;m) rising from the lower regions by piercing the 
earth. 
(V. 9.) The great chancellor, the glorious SaJva-Timma, the best of ministers, rules the 
empire of the glorious king K:rishi;iaraya. 
(V. 10.) The glorious minister Satva-Timma, the best of the family of Kaur:iciinya, is the 
sou of the minister Racha, the sou of the minister Vema; 
(V. 11.) We are not aware that the leaders of the learned differ in any way (from Satva-
'rimma) as to their wealth (obtained) by donations, their sports with Padma3 or Va1ti,4 the 
number of their excellent jewels, the thousands of their fair-eyed women, their beautiful 
mansions and palaces, their unequalled attendants or their carriages for h01·ses, elephants, etc. ; 
(but) verily, well we know how (in one thing) Sa!va-Timma differs from them, for p.e is 
victorious in battle. 
(V. 12.) Was it, because she was ashamed (of being obljged) to clean herself from the 
contact with the mud, that Padma gave up the dwelling in the mud-born (lotus) and abides in 
the water-born (lotus) of thy face, together with her daughter-in-law Var.ii,6 0 Satva-Timma ! 
( who on that aooount art both) Chauhattamalla (and) Chaturanana ?6 
(V. 13.) When Salva (or the hawk), surnamed Timma, the one chief minister on account 
of (his knowledge of) the four means and the three powers together with the seven constituents 
(of government),1 after having captured the swan-like kings appointed by Gajapati in 
Koi;iq.avi~i, is planning an attack, the hostile princes, secretly absconding, tormented by hunger 
and thirst, are searching for the Saka years in the mountains (7), the towns (3),8 the oceans 
(4) and the earth (1), (thus) resembling birds which, flying off unnoticed, tormented by hunger 
1 J.e. Indra. ~ Or, oceans, ratndka'l'a being a common term for ocean. 
s I.e. the goddess of riehes. • I.e. the goddess of learning. 
5 VAl).i (Sarnsvati) is called here the daughter-in-law of Padma (Lakshmi), because, QS a rule, learning an,i 
wel\lth ngree as little with each other ns, according to Indian ideas, a mother-in-law with her daughter-in-law. 
e Sar,,svati is genera ly supposed to dwell in the mouth of Chaturanann ( Br/\hman), while Lakshmi is thP 
consort of Vislmu. Chanhattamalla, therefore, seems to be used here as a name of Visbl).n, though I do not fin(l it 
rueutioned any;here else. Chauhatta seems to he equivalent to the Sanskrit Ckattt'l'hasta; compare Chattt'l'blw}a, 
a common name of Vishl). 1-Krislu:iu. 
7 Th& four means {upri,~a) are saman, dana, bMda, and daip!,a; the three powers (sakti) nre p'l'ab.Tiava, 
utsaha, and mantra; the seven constitnents of government (anga) are s11dmin, amat7Ja, sukrid, koia, ,-,ishtra, 
durga, and bala; compare Amarakoia, II. 8, 17; 19; 20. The four numbers give tlie date 143i. 
a I have found pura with the value of 3 only in the list of numerical words given by Mr. Rice, N ,118 ~,.e 
Jiaseriptions, p. x,c f. lt occur~ in the same meaning in v. 30 below, Pura in tbis sense refers to the three citie~ 
lmilt by :\layn and destroyed by Siva. 
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and thirst, are looking for herbs and (rain-giving) clouds in the mountains, the towns, .the 
oceans and the earth.1 
(V. 14.) On Saturday, the Hariv4sara of the bright half of the month AsM4ba, to 
be counted in the 8aka year marked by Sil.Juve. (SaJuv§.:nka), the town of Ko1,1gaviti, the 
excellent hill-fort,2 was taken by the minister Sa!va-Timm'-',a 
( V, 15.) ( The procreation of) a son, ( the planting of) a grove, ( the construotion of) a tank, 
(the consecration of) a temple, the marriage (of a girl) to a Brahma1,1, (the hoarding of) a. 
treasure, and (th11 composition of) a poem are the seven samtdnaka acts which cause happiness in 
this world and in the next one; the glorious lord Sa!va-Timma, the prime-minister of the glorious 
king Krish1,1a, has so often performed them, from the Bridge to the snowy mountain, that one 
cannot count them.4 
(V. 16.) There is, born in the lineage of Kausika, the best of the family of N4diQ41a, an 
excellent minister, 'rimm.a, who bas the true knowledge of him whose nature is intelligence.6 
(V. 17.) Xrishr;i4mbil, renowned as .A.rundhati,6 because she does not oppose (arundhati) 
the command of her husband, is regarded as .A.nasuya, because she is always free from spite 
(anasuyd). 
(V. 18.) The minister Nadit;tgla-Timma was married to Krisht;tamamba; bis sons were the 
excellent ministers Appa and Gopa. 
(V. 19.) The sister's sons of the glorious minister Sa!va-Timma, who continued his family, 
were the excellent ministers Nadi1,1gla-.A.ppa and (Nadi1,1gla-)Gopa. 
(V. 20.) .A.ppa,7 who manifests himself in the waters and (who bears the epithet) PracMtas, 
and N4di1,141a-Appa, who is easily accessible8 and intelligent, are the lords, the one of the 
western, and the other of the southern ocean. 
1 In order to remove any doubt about tM meaning of the wo~ds giri•pura,jaladhi-kshmdau guq,ham praUnd~ 
an explanation bas ~een inserted at the end of the stanza: 1. 4S7 Sak-dbddlu [1 *) au guq,ham praltndQ aksha[ra•]· 
,amji,,a, i.e.' US7 Saka years; au giiq,l.am praUnd~ ia a notation by letters.' We have therefore to take a(u) as 
7, g(tt) as 3, 4h(am) as 4, and p(ra) as 1. There is a slight irregularity in the last akshara. According to the 
eatablished usage, in groups of consonants the last consonant only counts (compare Burnell, SouU-Indian Palao• 
grapky, 2nd ed., p. 79), whereas in this case p mnet have been intended to express the numeral, r having the value of 
2. As the reading praltndl], is supported by both inscriptions as well ns by the KoJ?.(j.avtcj.u inscription 
(compare p. 112, note 8), I have not ventured to alter the text, although the readil}g pralCndn seems to me far 
better. In that case the meaning would be that the princes are searching for the Saka years deeply bidden in the 
mountains, the towns, the oceans and the earth, which, from an Indian point of view, would be an excellent pun, 
whereas in the text as it stands the words gu4ham pralCndQ are quite superfluous. 
1 With flaga•rdjain compare the terms durggdi,dm 1drv1Jabhauma~ and giri•1laral], applied to a hill-fort in an 
inscription of the time of king Bukka; South-Ind, In,cr. Vol. I. p. 167. The neuter form of the word, though 
not in accordance with grammar, is warranted also by the KoJ?.(j.avi(j.u inacription (compare p, 112, note S), 
• Here again, at the end of tb,e stanza a gloss bas been inserted, stating that 8d/u11didca is a chronogram : 
Bd/Hdmka ak,l.ara-,amjna 1 1437 Saka•llarshalu. It appears that 1(d) is 7, l(u) 8, t1(4m) 4, and k(a) 1. This 
again is not quite in accordance with tile table given by Burnell, where I bas the value of 9. The author of the 
inscription apparently looked npon I as equal to 4 or l. 
' The seven ,amt4•a• or ,amtati, are mentioned also in v. 24 below, in v. 43 of the GaJ?.apMvaram inscription 
of Ga11-apati, above, Vol. III. p. 88, in v. 9 of the Vi.napalli plates and v. 17 of the Nacj.upuru plates of Anna-Vema, 
ibid, pp. 61 and 289 ; compare the notes of Dr. Hultzscb on the first two passages. 
• I.tJ. Rlma. With chi'llmay-4tman compare the epithets jiid11-dnanta-1ad•dtmaka and Mdh-4tmH applied 
to RAma in vv. 4 and 46. 
• This would be the literal meaning of the passage, bnt the author did not want to say that KrishJ?.i.mbi. 
really was called Arnndhatt In the Ko11-cJ.avtcj.u inscription (compare p. 112, note S) niinam has therefore been 
substituted for Hy dt 4. 
7 I.e. Varnl).a. 
e Apya-mdrti, as applied to Ni.diJ?.9111-Appa, seems to mean • whose person is obtainable,' i.,.' who i, easil1 
acceuible,' 
8 
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(V. 21.) It was the lord Nadii;igla-Appa who obtained :from the glorious king Krishi;ia and 
the minister Timma (th6 right to us6) a palanquin, two chaurts1 and a parasol, and the posts 
of superintendent of Viniko:r;iq.a., Gutti, and the city on the golden mountain (Meru),2 of 
oomma.nder-in-chief of a large army consisting of rutting elephants, horses and infantry, and of 
sole governor of that kingdom. 
(V. 22.) (The man) whose fame- a swelling smooth cloud of pulverized camphor, anointing, 
covering and spreading on, the beautiful rounded breasts of Sachi3 which resemble4 the two 
frontal globes of the elephant of the slayer of Jambha6-derides the moon in the month Karttika 
by asserting that it has not its equals in whiteness,6-that man is this excellent lord 
Nadii;iq.la-Appa whose brilliant fame (ther6for6) is to be praised by all men. 
(V. 23.) (The man) whose arm, when it brandishes a sword on the battle-field on the 
surface of the earth which he has made (appear) like the l'atala world7 by the clouds of dust 
whirled up from the ground crushed by the hard hoofs of millions of his war-horses, looks like 
the formidable licking lord of the serpents who supports the eartb,-that man is this lord 
Nadii;iq.la-Appa whose arm (therefore) is the support on which the weight of the earth rests. 
(V. 24.) How can we praise Gopa and Nadi:r;iq.la-Gopa. as being alike to each other ? 
(For) the former has (only) one samtana, while the latter has seven of them.8 
(V. 25.) Some, (although th6y were) taught the rules of donation by the creator, are dull 
(or cold), such as the ocean and the moon, and some are exceedingly stupid, because they belong 
to the class of cattle, stone or wood; (but) the honourable Gopa, teaching them the mles of 
donation, carries in his hand the ocean, in his heart the tree of desires and the cow of wishes, 
in his face the moon, and in his eye the stone of desires. 
(V. 26.) Having their bodies licked by the lords of the serpents decorating the sandal-wood 
pillars in the large apartments on the top of the houses in the towns of the numerous kings 
hostile to him,9 becoming totally insensible and.faltering, (but) having instantly lost their poison 
through (the presence of) Vaina.teya,10 the horses of the sun are suddenly walking along the sky; 
-?rilliant is he, this NadiI;Jgla-Gopa who is praised by the sun.11 
(V. 27.) The glorious lord Sa}va-Timma, the minister of the glorious K:rish1;m, tbe first 
among kingil, gave to his younger son-in-law, the glorious Gopa, the best among governors and 
1 [Compare above, Vol. JV. No. 4, verse 3.- E. B.] 
2 [The city on the mythical mountain M~ru is AmarAvatt, the residence of god lndra. Here thia poetical term 
i1 applied to Amaravatt in the Kistna district.- E. H.] 
1 The wife of lndra. • Literally,' having for companions! 'I.e. Indra. 
8 If my translation is correct, we should rather expect nij1J,lfl8tim-fld•1Jiea•'l!ddail} instead of ,.ijai~ 
it>~tim-ddt>aita·tJddail}, which, however, is supported also by the Koi;ic.lavtc.Iu inscription (compare p. 112, note 3). 
' Pata!& is the a.bode of the serpents. 
s As to the seven •amtanas con:pare the note on v. 15. In the case of GOpa, i.e. Kpshi;ia, ,aatdntJ seems to 
refer to the one celestial tree which Krishi;i•, on the advice of his wife SatyabhamA,carried off from lndra's heaven, 
thoagh the name of this tree is generally given as Parijata. But the nnmes of the five celeatial trees are 
sometimes mixed up; compare e.g. v. 16 of the VAnapalli plates of Anna·V~ma, above, Vol. III. p, 62, where the 
Parijl!.ta tree takes the place of the Kalpa tree, or v. 3 of the Biiragu:i;ita grant of Samgama II., ibid. p. 25, where 
Kalp,, is used for the cele,tiRI trees in gen•ra\; see also the note of Mr. H. Krishna Sastri on this pasaage. There 
is hardly any allusion to Samtana-G6pala, one of the names of Krish:i;ia, when worshipved as giver of progeny. 
9 Snakes are supposed to be fond of enndal-wood. The towns of Gc'.lpa's enemies were deserted by their inhabi. 
ta.nts and therefore abounded in snakes. 'l'he houses were 10 hight.hat their tops touched the sun. 
11 I.e. Ga.ru~~. This bird must hnvo been the device on GOpa'a banner (compare v. 33 below) which bad been 
planted on the top of the pa.laces of his conquered enemies. 
11 The auu ia gratdul to G6pa whoae banner saved bis horses. 
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an excellent minister, the post of governor of the whole empire of the city of Koi;i1aviti, 
together with an army consisting of rutting elephants, horses and infantry, and (the right to use) 
a palanquin and two chauris. 
(V. 28.) The sister's son of the prime-minister, the glorious SaJva-Timma, the chancellor 
(pradha,na) of the glorious KrishJ.J.araya, the first among kings,-the minister Nadil}<').la-Gopa, 
versed in the principles of policy, was the sole governor of the excellent city of K01;1q.aviti. 
(V. 29.) In the Saka year counted by Raghavaya the excellent minister Go_pa showed 
his veneration for (the god) Raghava in Achalapuri by (erecting) new buildings adorned with 
a. wall and a gate-tower.l 
V. 30 records the setting-up of an image of Raghunayaka. 
(V. 31.) Rama, the husb9,nd of Sita,2 wi}h a circ!e3 consisting of Sugrlva, LakshmaJJ.a, 
Vibhishai;ia, Jambavat, Ilharata together with Satrughna, Hanumat and .Angada, were duly set 
up by the minister Gopa. 
(V. 32.) Possessed of Sita and Rama, Bbarata, Satrughna and LakshmaJJ.a, this excellent 
<Jity of Kol}gaviti is flourishing (like) .A.yodhya; (but) here are (also) Sugriva, Hanumat, 
VibhishaJJ.a, Jambavat and .A.ngada, ( for) the lord Nadii;iq.la-Gopa set up Rama with hia 
circle. 
(V. 33.) 0 Ramachandra, glorious lord of the city Koi;iq.aviti, dost thou, having become a 
moon (chandra), assume the ensign of the hawk (sa,?uva), because thou thinkest that the hare 
comes in as a stain ? If not, why (dost thou assume) this (ensign) of him who has the Garuq.a 
as his emblem ?4 
V. 34 records the grant of a village to Saluva-Raghava. 
(V. 35.) In the year Yuvan, marked as Salivahana-Saka,5 the minister Appa, who is 
equal to Sa.livahana, obtained the regentship of the city of Koi;iq.aviti from the minister Salva-
Timma. 
1 At the end of this verse we fiad, as before, the explanation of the ohronogram 'Ragko,vaga 1442 ak,kara· 
,amjiia.' This time it shows nothing peculiar, r{a) being 2, 9h(a) 4, v(a) 4, and y(a) I. 
2 This seen:s to mean 'with Sita on bis lap.' 
s Saparivdraka is apparently the same as ,avarati~ in the next verse. Aoara1pi seems to be a technical 
term for the circles formed by the statues of Rqma's followers round the statue of their master. Thus we read in 
the RamaparuatdpanCga-Upaniahatl, v. 4S ff., that Rama is surrounded (dorita, vv. 55, 56) by five circles, called 
doara'f]iZ in NArayal).a's I>tpikd. The third of these circles js formed hy the son of the wind (Hanumat), Sugriva, 
Bharata, Vibhlshal).a, Lakshmnl).11, Angada, Arimarde.na (Satroghna) and JAmbav•t (vv. 58, 54), exactly the same 
persons as thoee mentioned above. SttA is not mentioned in the description of the Upanishad, though in the 
preceding verse 47 she is represented as sitting on Rb.ma's lap; compare also v. 26. That the author bad in view 
some arrangement of statues similar to that described in the inscription, and not, as the commentator thinks, of 
figures drawn in a die.gram, is probable from the fact that in describing the position of the figures he oses the 
terms udag-da'l&aki')a96/f, agrata{, (v. 60), paickime (v. 51), dg"'9ddi1ku (v. 68), whereas in the description of the 
diagram (v. 58 ff.) he speaks only of madhye, talpdriv6, etc. . 
• I.e. either Vishl).u or Sa!va-Timma. I am not at all sure that my translation of this verse is correct. It, 
principal object apparently is a pun on the,nnme of the god, Sa!uva- RAghava, mentioned in the next verse; compare 
vv. 41, 42 which in a similar way praise Siva Viresvara Il!.e..ntioned in v. 48. The name of the god is certainly 
connected in some way with that of SA\va-Timma, where, to judge from the analogy of such names as Ntdii;i~la-
Timma, etc., the first part would seem to be l!roperly a family name. Whether Salva iu this sense bas anythin~ to 
do with the tribal name of the SAivas or Salvas, must be left undecided ; compare Winteroitz, Mattt,apaflia, 
P• :dvii. On the other band, in the titles Gati4a KaHari Sa/uoa, borne e.g. by Narasi.mhartlya of Vijaya· 
nagara and Venka~ I. of Karl).ata (South-Ind. Inscr. Vol. I. pp. 85, 181), and by the former kmg even with repeti• 
·tion of the last word ( Sa!uoa-sa!uoa ; ibid. p. 132), •a!u~a is clearly only a bfruda. According to Dr. Hultzscb 
it means •the hawk,' and in this sen1e, and 111 a synonym of Ga,-u4a, it seems to have been u1ed i11 the present case 
also, 
• As to the chronogram see the remarks on p. 112 above. 
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V v. 36-40 record various grants. 
(V. 41.) I worship the lotns-like foot of the destroyer of the sacrifice of Daksha,1 which 
is revered by the hosts of the gods; which is covered by the brilliant rays of the lines of its 
exceedingly white nails, as ( a lotus is covered) by ducks kept for pleasure; which is adorned 
with huge serpents glittering like ornaments, as (a lotus i~ adornetl) with the floating fibres of 
its stalk; which is surrounded by the heads of the hosts of his enemies, as (a lotus is 
surrounded) by flights of female bees. 
(V. 42.) Let that VirMvara protect you whose deep compassion with heroes was the 
cause of Daksha-Pra.japati's head becoming quickly the head of a ram !2 
V v. 43-49 record various grants. 
(V. 50.) Having made at Atukuru a tank, where lines of swans meet in the clusters of 
the widely opened water-lilies floating on the waves; which is charming, because the curlews are 
(seen there) striding in circles and !!!porting in pairs, (pressing each other) with their throats, 
(at tha same time) nttering sharp cries; which is the rival of the ocean; where a loud dabbling 
noise originates in the cavities of the banks, the lord NMi.Q.q.la-Appa presented it completely to 
the BrAhmai;i.s.3 
Vv. 51 and 52 record two grants. 
(V. 53.) This tank at Appllpura, resembling the ocean, which, abounding in lotuses, 
was the abode of the kings of birds,4 became a forest, a field of rampant paddy, and in the hot 
season a stream, because (even at that time) it was full of water. 
Vv. 54-59 record various grants. 
(V. 60.) As long as the floods of the daughter of Jahnu, the daughter of Tryambaka and 
the holy daughter of Sahya are purifying the earth and the whole city ·of Koi;i.qavi~1,6 as long 
as a poet is sporting in the waves of the nectar-ocean of poetry, so long shall the creeper of 
SAJuva-Timma's fame continually blossom on earth! 
V. 61 records a grant by Salva-Timma. 
(L. 257.) Happiness! Happiness! May it cause happiness! 
1 Le. Siva. 
2 This is e.n allusion to the legend that Sive., irriteted because he had not been invited to the sacrifice of 
Daksha-Pre.jipati, the father of his wife Se.tl, dece.pite.ted his fe.ther-in-le.w, but e.fterwarda, out of pity, revived him 
and ge.ve him t6e head of e. re.m. 
• I find it impossible to render the nioeties of the text in my translRtion. The terms u~ed are such as to 
convey the idea of an arena, where circles of kings (rdjallama-dvatamaa) e.re assembled, where a wrestling 
(mithuna-kroq,a-kll~ld) takes place, where e. champion (ankakd,·a) appears, e.nd where loud apple.use (uttdla-tdla) 
ii heard. 
• Dvi.jardja seems to be meant for rdjaham,a. 
6 The daughter of Jahnu ia the Geilgl. The daughter of Tryambaka is the GOdavart which rise• on mount 
Trye.mbake.; compare the verse in Rudre.bbe.\\e.'a commentary on the J7aidyajtvana, quoted by Aufrecht, Cat. Cod, 
Sa,ucr. Bibl. Bodl. p, 818a : 
Yatr:.dgatd Tryambaka-par'l/atdch=cla GoddMrC Sindhunodena .11uktd / 
tatr=dsti G6dd-tata·madllya·de'8 Shafkhetak-dkhyam nagaram suramyam II 
The Trye.mbnka fo1·ms pert of the chain of mountains on the north-west side of the l'eninsulrt which commonly 
are called Se.bye.; in the Vayupurdf]a, I, 45, 104, the G8dheri therefore e.ppee.r. in the list of rivera which rise on 
the Sahya. Here, however, the d,rn11hter of Sahye. is the Krisbi;iil, as shown by the correspondi11g verae in the 
Koi.,.4avicj.u inscription (compare p. 112, note 8), where Kriahf]a"ef]1,1d has been inserted instead of Sahyaputrl, 
Rivera 11,re frequently called the daughter& of the mountains where tbey arise; even in the dry geogr,,phice.l descrip• 
tion of the Vdyupurdf]a the riYers rising on mount Maheodra are called his de.ui;thters (45, 106). The ate.tement 
that the Krishi;ia purifies the city (purC) of Ko!].cj.avlcj.u is, of course, a poetical exe.;:geration, the distance betweea 
Jrol).cj.&vicj.u e.nd the J'iver being more tbe.n twent;v mile,, -
.io. 13.] 
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The two grants of which at Dr. Hultzsch's request I give an account here from excellen\ 
impressions supplied to him by Mr. Venkayya, were preserved in the office of the Collector of 
Gaftjam and will be deposited in the Madras Museum. There is no information as to where or by 
whom they were discovered. They have been briefly noticed already in Mr. Sewell's Lists of 
Antiquities, Vol. II. p. 32 f., Nos. 216 and 217; 5 and I have for years been in possession of 
rubbings of them which formerly belonged to the late Sir~· Cunningham. The grants record 
donations by a lady named DaQ.q.imahadevi, whose ancestors are enumerated in both, in almost 
identical verses. 
A.- DA~~iMAHADEVi'S GRANT OF THE YEAR 180, 
This is a single copper-plate which measures about l' t" broad by lOf' high, and is 
inscribed on both sides. On to its proper right is soldered a seal, half of which sticks to the 
plate, while the other half projects beyond it. This seal rests on an expanded lotus flower the 
petals of which enclose it; it is circular and measures 2£" in diameter. It bears in relief on a 
countersunk surface, across the centre, the legend srlmad-Da,<Jimahaaevi, in characters 
resembling those on the first side of the plate; above the legend, a couchant bull facing 
to the proper right, with the sun and the moon's crescent above its hump and a conch-shell 
above its hips; and below the legend, two straight lines over an expanded lotus flower the stalk 
of which rises out of the margin of the seal.- The writing is well preserved. The size of the 
letters is between i and -?." on the first side of the plate, and between about t and i" on the 
second side. Both the general style of writing and the forms of individual letters shew thai 
the two sides of the plate were written by different persons. The writer of the first side, who, 
affects a monumental style of writing, apparently has taken some pride in his work and has 
done it fairly well ; the writer of the second side, who writes in a current hand, has performed 
his task in a very slovenly manner and committed many blunders, some of which I am unable 
to correct. The characters on both sides belong to the northern part of Eastern India. They 
1 Frow an inked estampa.ge aupplied by Dr. Hultzsch. 
I Up to this, the text is practically identical with that of the preceding inscription, 
• The anv111ara stands at the beginning of the next line. 
• ReRd ~~ ; after this comes a sigu the meaning of which I do not know. 
• The prince 'IndulAla' of Ml'. SewelJ's account, to whom ia ascribed the feat of having rescued his brotbfr'1 
throne, owes bis existence to the epithet 11yu4ha-bh6gCndra-lClal} in verse 6 of the two grant,. )lost ot th, 
prince• who ure really mentioned in the grante have been omitted by Mr.Sewell'• iuformaut. 
